Generalized, or "power-law," inflation is shown to necessarily exist for a simple, anisotropic, (Bianchi Type-I) cosmology in the Binsten-Cartan gravitational theory with the Ray-Smalley improved energy-momentum tensor with spin.
Its presence minus the acceleration which would be produced by a now zero cosmological constant, which is quite effective in isotropizing the universe.^ There is, however, the not fully resolved question of whether inflation occurs, and is effective in producing isotropy, if the initial shear of spatial curvature of the universe is sufficiently large.^ One would therefore like to find models with inflation, even power-law inflation, that possess inevitable inflation no matter how large the shear.
Power-law inflation has been invoked Co explain the structure of inhomogeneity in the universe.3>6 it has been discussed as the result of particle-creation processes in the early vacuum dominated universe,?
the result of evolution and compactification of certain models of -p(l + e + P/P) U 1 0* + g ik P
and its intrinsic spin part T-1^ is: and magnetic and magnetohydrodynamic models (for matter anisotropies).
The computation presented here at least shows that the EC theory with RS EMT provides us with cosmological models with inevitable inflation in the early universe, exhibiting a simple and natural explanation for the apparent inflationary epoch which may have occurred.
